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ABSTRACT

A COMPARISON OF MINORITY AND NON-MINORITY
PARENT CHOICE IN SCHOOL SELECTION IN THE
MONTCLAIR,

NEW JERSEY MAGNET SCHOOLS PROGRAM

MAY,

1989

BETTY J. VEAL, B.S., WILLIAM PATERSON COLLEGE
M.A., WILLIAM PATERSON COLLEGE
ED. D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed byi Dr.

Harvey B. Scribner

Much of the focus for programs of choice has been
centered on magnet schools.

Research shows that parent

choice is one of the key elements in the success of magnet
school programs.
Magnet schools are schools designed around a special
theme or with a special focus offering parents the option of
selecting their child's school and in some instances tneir
child's program or course of study.
The purpose of this study was to determine the
differences in factors which influence minority and non-

V

minority parent choice in magnet school selection.

The

study also attempted to determine whether or not they were
school related factors or parent related factors that
influenced parent choices.
Research has

indicated that no conclusive data exists

which answers the question.

Hence,

the need existed for

further investigation.
The first phase of the study involved determining which
magnet school selection factors influenced the parents'
choice.

A questionnaire was developed and critiqued for

identifying those items.
The second phase of the study involved an analysis of
the results of parent choices in Montclair as they related
to:
1)

The difference between factors that
minority and non-minority parents'

2)

influenced
choice.

Whether parent related of school related influenced
minority and non-minority parent choice in school
selection.

An analyses of the results indicate that minority
parents ascribed differently than non-minority parents to
choice

items on the questionnaire.

that there

The results also showed

is a significant difference between minority and

non-minority

responses for school and parent related

factors.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Introduction

In today's society,

both minority and non-minority

parents are refusing to passively accept the right of
administrators to make all of
their children.

Fantini

school

the educational decisions

(1981)

for

reports that to survive

economically and politically the consumers of education need
quality education.

The failure of many public schools to

provide quality education for children,
urban areas,

particularly

has caused many parents and citizens to become

disillusioned with public school education.
taxes,

in

declining test scores,

intervention by authorities

Escalating

poor student achievement,

and

in many states have added to the

dilemma and have resulted in the withdrawal

of a number of

white students and middle class minority students from urban
schools.

This apparent

loss of confidence

public schools to adequately
by the public,
resulting
Alves

(1984)

educate children

has had a negative

in the

in the ability of
as perceived

impact on public education

loss of much needed public support.

suggests:

A crucial measure of public confidence in
public
education
lies in the proportion
of school-age children who
attend public
school...

1

2

There is need for public school officials to be more
sensitive to the needs and concerns of their clients and to
provide alternatives within the public school system.

Cody

(1985) proposes:
Unless diversity and choice within a
public school system become possible in
the immediate future, the consumers of
education, parents and their children will
(if they are able to do so) take their
tuition tax credits, their vouchers and or
their personal resources to the better
mousetrap offered by private enterprise
and private school...
Cunningham (1971) suggests people are seeking evidence
of success and accountability from school systems.
Montclair, New Jersey public school officials felt it
incumbent upon them to demonstrate their accountability by
offering parents greater input into the educational
decision-making process.
This proactive attitude towards parental involvement
has brought about radical changes in Montclair, New Jersey
public schools during the last decade. Marburger

(1976) suggests

If the public Interest in public education
is to be served meaningfully and
systematically, there must be mechanisms
for constructive citizen participation

which can provide the resources necessary
to counterbalance the influences of
special interest groups...

3

The advent of alternative programs, specifically magnet
schools, may provide the

mechanisms for constructive

citizen participation suggested by Marburger. The magnet
school concept has been suggested by former President Reagan
and o-thers as an alternative, within the public school
system, offering parents a choice in the education of their
children.
The growth of magnet programs has been well documented by
Lowery and Abt

(1983).

Although considerable resistance to

an expanded role for parents exists among educators,
thousands of programs,

encouraged by business and

governmental incentives,

support

involvement.

This trend

towards programs of choice suggests that a need exists in
public school education.

Fantini (1976)

points out:

The systems of public schools of choice
assumes that the parties closest to the
action... parents and students as
consumers, and teachers and administrators
as professionals, should have the right to
make choices from legitimate
alternatives. . .
Parent choice and magnet school programs challenge
traditional practice

in education which tends to exclude

parents from direct participation in educational decision¬
making by offering parents the option of selecting their

4
children's schools and

in some instances selecting their

children’s programs.
In
9**sat

Montclair, New Jersey,

support among parents.

developed in the mid-1970's,
desegregation mandate,

schools of choice have found

A magnet schools

program

as a result of a court-ordered

has been highly supported by parents.

Prior to the implementation of magnet schools in Montclair,
students from predominately black, schools were bused to
elementary schools that were more than ninety-five

(95)

percent white; and white students were bused to schools that
were more than ninety-five (95)

percent black.

implementation of the magnet program,

Since the

the schools in the

district are more balanced.
Prior to the implementation of a magnet schools plan,
approximately fifteen hundred (1500) students were bused by
School Board directive.
Montclair

At the date of this study in

under freedom of choice, a system that allows

parents to choose the magnet school of their choice,

twenty-

five hundred (2500)

of Montclair’s five thousand (5000)

students are bused.

The magnet schools

supports parent choice has,

system which

according to unofficial

comments, had a dramatic effect.

Proponents of

the program

attribute everything from higher test scores to improvement
in student attendance.

Critics, however,

claim that

the

5

"neighborhood school"

concept has been destroyed.

both minority and non-minority parents
to be more satisfied with the overall
choice of

in Montclair appear
feelings about

The problem to be

the Problem

investigated

in this

extent to which various factors existing
schools program

parent choice
for

experience

schools program,

parents
programs

A.

school

program

in scheduling

from

in Montclair's magnet

be examined to determine which
important by minority

related

their magnet school

factors

such as:

features of

a magnet

1.

special

2.

school

3.

perceived reputation of

4.

availability of

5.

perceived

6.

other miscellaneous

school

proximity
the school

transportation

reputation of

ones

and non-minority

their children:
Parent

the

in the Montclair

a magnet

in Montclair when they selected
for

is

The following factors,derived

will

were perceived to be

study

influence minority and non-minority

in the selection of

their children.

years of

their

school.

Statement of

magnet

However,

staff

factors

6
B.

School

related factors which include:

1.

discipline maintained

2.

test scores achieved

3.

the schools’ homework, policy

4.

support programs

5.

racial balance

6.

other miscellaneous factors

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study is to determine if there is a
difference in the importance minority and non-minority parents
ascribe to factors categorized as "Parent Related Factors" and
"School Related Factors" when selecting a magnet school program
for their children in Montclair, New Jersey.

The purpose of

the study will be accomplished by having minority and nonminority parents react to items on a questionnaire,

set up as

a rating scale, and comparing their responses.
This study attempts to seek an answer to the following
questions:
1.

Do minority and non-minority parents take
into account different factors when
selecting a magnet school program for their
children?

2.

Which of the specified factors influence

7

minority parent choice and which of the
specified factors influence non-minority
parent choice?

Hypotheses

It is hypothesized that minority parents and non¬
minority parents select magnet school programs for their
children based upon parent related factors which include:
special features of a magnet school, school proximity,
perceived reputation of the school, availability of
transportation, perceived reputation of staff, and other
miscellaneous factors and school related factors such as,
discipline maintained,
homework policy,

test scores achieved,

support programs,

miscellaneous factors.

the school’s

racial balance, and other

Do parents select those qualities they

perceive to be the best of both factor groupings?
difference between

Is there a

factors deemed important by minority

parents, when compared with their importance to non-minority
parents,

in selecting a magnet school program in Montclair,

New Jersey?

Rationale and Significance of the Study

The manner

in which parent related factors and school

related factors Influence minority and non-minority parent

8
choice in school selection, remains unanswered. A formal
evaluation to determine this issue in the Montclair, New
Jersey Magnet Schools Program has never been conducted.
Data from this study will be of practical as well as
theoretical value to school officials in long-range
planning.

It could provide school officials with information

to enable them to keep schools racially balanced and program
offerings viable.

In addition,

since Montclair is an urban

school district, other urban districts attempting to
desegregate schools may find this study valuable.
There are still a number of unanswered questions about
school selection by minority and non-minority parents. There
remains a need to examine factors that influence these
choices in Magnet School selection.

Definition of Terms

For the purpose of this study, magnet schools shall be
defined as schools with a special focus, theme or program,
offering a variety of options that are attractive to parents,
students and staff.
Minority,

for the purpose of this study,

refers to the

Black population in Montclair at the time of the study.
Non-minority refers to the White population.

9
Parent choice,

for

the purpose of this study, has been

defined as, neaning the option or alternative for parents to
select a school program or course of study in a public school
system for their children.
In this study. Parent Related Factors have been defined
as items or factors in school selection deemed important from
a parents perspective and include the following:
1.

special features of a magnet school

2.

school proximity

3.

perceived reputation of the school

4.

availability of transportation

5.

perceived reputation of staff

6.

other miscellaneous factors

School related factors have been identified for the
purpose of this study as those items or factors identifying
features associated with a magnet school such as good
discipline

maintained,

homework policy,

test scores achieved,

the school's

support programs, racial balance,

and other

miscellaneous factors.

Assumptions and Limitations

It is assumed that the subjects volunteering to
participate in the study responded honestly to the
questionnaire items.

The following schools were involved:

Bradford Elementary School.

Fundamental Magnet School;

Edgemont Elenentary School,

Arts Basic Magnet School;

Nishuane Primary School,

Primary Gifted and Talented Magnet

School; Hillside Elementary School, a grade 3-5 Gifted and
Talented Magnet School; Northeast Elementary School,
International Magnet School; Watchung Elementary School,
Science and Technology Magnet School; Mt. Hebron Middle
School,

Science and Technology Magnet School and Glenfield

Middle School,

Gifted and Talented Magnet School in the

Montclair, New Jersey Magnet Schools Program.
The following numbers of parents from each of the
programs will be requested to make choices: a minimum of
twenty

(20)

parents from Bradford, Edgemont, Northeast and

Watchung schools

and thirty (30)

parents from Hillside,

Nishuane, Mt. Hebron and Glenfield schools.
Results of this study will be specific to the study
population.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

The manner
Montclair,

in which variables existing

New Jersey Magnet School

Program

minority and non-minority parent choice
is

the problem under

literature
School

is

investigation.

limited to

(1)

in the
influence

in school

selection,

This review of

Parent Choice and

(2)

the
Magnet

Programs.

Parent Choice
Many researchers have provided compelling arguments
regarding
of

the benefits,

support

from parents,

'Choice movement*.

evidence of

success and ground swell

educators and politicians

Some see choice

for

in public school

as a major education reform movement.

Snider

(1987)

the

education
reports:

...The proliferation of choice options
come at a time when reform was moving the
nation's educational system in an opposite
direction toward greater standardization
through imposed state requirements...

Choice has become an emotional
parents are unhappy with what
response

from educators

issue because many

they perceive

to be a

to their concerns about

11

the

lack of

12
education of their children.

Glenn (1985)

suggests that

parents are offended by what they perceive to be a denial of
their rights about how and what their children should be
taught.

He compares their concerns to two other groups that

have brought about social change. Blacks and Feminists.

He

suggests that choice offers the best prospect for
accommodating within public schools, the diverse
expectations parents have about how and what their children
should learn.
(1973)

Sowell

(1982), Stanley (1982) and Porter

found that parents and students are much more

committed to schools they choose and their communities tend
to be more supportive of these schools.
Many researchers feel that there are distinct
advantages to offering parents a choice in the education of
their children (Zerchykov (1986), Mandel
(1976) and Nault, et.el.
a number of them.

(1975)).

(1976), Rasmussen

Raywid (1980) points out

First, she sites instant empowerment

parents realize when they can choose the type of education
they prefer for their children.

Another advantage she

suggests is that although parents are not guaranteed they
will find what they are looking for when they choose the
school,

they have the option of transferring if they are

dissatisfied.

Raywid also proposes that schools can accrue

benefits too.

She suggests that in schools of choice,

the

parent who chooses a school or program for his or her child

13
must also assume some of the responsibility for the resuits.
If the choice is a good one and the child succeeds,
parent receives some of the credit.
true.

The reverse

the

must also

Therefore, parent choice can become an important

by-product for the school as well as the parent.

According

to Raywid:
...The continuing ability of parents to
transfer the child provides for district
officials one continuing kind of clue
regarding education success.
Multiple
transfer requests from the same program
signals difficulties that could otherwise
take a long time to surface.
The choice
system serves, then, as a mechanism
whereby the system can inform itself...
Other potential advantages in a system of choice suggested
by Raywid,

in addition to individual empowerment,

is

curriculum reform and greater teacher flexibility which
enhances their freedom to teach in a manner consistent with
their own style.
Johnson (1962) suggests that choice offers greater hope
for integrated education than traditional education.

He

proposes that if minorities were encouraged and empowered to
attend schools of their own choosing,

integration through

choice could exceed court ordered desegregation.
In highlighting the advantages of choice, Raywid (1985)
proposes that choice is a means of holding schools
accountable.

She suggests that increasing evidence

indicates that control at the local school level

is the best

14
way

to obtain sustained

input

into determining

Raywid,
about

Improvement when each school
its own destiny.

According

we have made significant progress

the effectiveness of

the elements of

success.

choice and

in

has

to

finding out

identifying some of

She reports:

...It appears that schools of choice are
good for students, for teachers and for
schools as Institutions.
All types of youngsters seem to
prosper in such schools - the ablest, the
average and the weak student.
What's
more, all benefit in multiple ways social and emotional as well as academic.
Typically their attitudes toward school
and education and effort change; these
changes intern bring highly visible
effects on school behavior and attendance
records, as well as on achievement...
The choice arrangement also has
direct positive effect on schools as well
as on the teachers and students associated
with them.
Implicit in the provision of
choice is the acknowledgement that schools
can, do, and perhaps even should differ.
This corollary to the choice notion has
served in many districts to pave the way
for innovation and rejuvenation...

Lawson

(1985'),

like others,

choice achieving desegregation

feels

that

in public schooling,

have also been other positive benefits.
Involvement of

He cites

parents as being more meaningful

schools to develop educational missions
responses

in addition to

to surveys,

or

the

in helping

through their

their decisions regarding

schools where

they choose to send their children.

also proposes

that,

as a

result of

there

the
Lawson

the choice movement,

a

15
new

level

of

energy has

and

the strategic

been created at

roles of

the school

level,

Superintendents and school

cornsittees have been enhanced.
Reynolds
Baldwin
first

(1984),

(1982)

Lines

(1987

examine several

Hedin

aspects of

instance Baldwin concludes

school

),

that

should be

taught,
He

why

felt

and

choice.

In the

the expansion of

populations and the mobility of

increasingly difficult

(1983)

society made

it

to find consensus regarding what
it should be

taught or how

it should

be

taught.

that these circumstances denied parents

of

their ability to make determinations regarding their

children's education.
and the
of

all

that growth of

intervention of governmental

their ability

result,

He suggests

to be responsive to

Baldwin suggests

things

to all

agencies

schools

robbed schools

individual

needs.

that schools attempted to become

people and failed to satisfy anyone.

Baldwin sees choice as a mechanism for harmony.
proposes

that

the ability of

education they prefer
harmony.

for their children brings about

He suggests that people who think alike will want

abilities and needs will

Baldwin’s premise has been

reinforced by the Fundamental
the development of
recently.

children with similar

find schools that best accommodate

these needs and abilities.

more

He

parents to select the type of

to be together and that parents of

and

As a

School movement of

public school Montessori

the

1970 s

programs

16

According

to Baldwin,

be substantial
educational

long

(1984)

affirmation of
the

term benefits

opportunities

Weintraub

in a system of

choice

including equity of

for gifted and slower

the benefits of choice,

and the

students.

provides another meaningful
illustrating many of

opportunities afforded students and staff

choice,

there could

impact

that choice can have,

in schools of

especially when

it has been designed to be unique to a specific community.
Barr

(1981)

advantages
of

presents an encouraging report on some
In public school

education derived from programs

choice through alternative schools.

alternative programs
urban schools,
vandalism,

to assist

as a means of

in desegregation efforts

in

reducing violence and

increasing parental and community

as a system for enhancing
dropouts.

He cites the use of

Involvement and

learning for gifted students and

Barr contends that the alternative schools

movement has broadened aspects of educational

reform by

serving as a laboratory field-testing and validating new
educational

ideas.

He further proposes that the alternative

schools movement should be credited for moving education out
of

the realm of

the school

and

collaboration with business.
public school
programs of

into the community

in

He sites the enrichment of

programs with the

inclusion of alternative

choice such as public school Montessori

17

programs, another educational model.
encouraging of all,

for many,

Perhaps most

is Barr’s contention

alternative choice programs serve as a ouch needed

that
response

to public dissatisfaction with urban public schools
According to Barr:
3M!U“ber of cltY tellers have
abandoned the cities and their schools in
favor of suburban public schools, there
has been a competitive effort in most

J° retard thls migration.
The tactic most frequently employed bv
urban school districts is the development
of large numbers of alternative magnet
schools that offer nearly everything the
private academy or parochial school has to
offer, and more important, are supported
by tax dollars...
Fizzel

(1987)

reiterates the contention of others that

schools of choice tend to evoke strong feelings and
commitment from its clients.

Relating his experiences and

success stories about many of his students, Fizzel1 proposes
that the selection process in schools of choice is crucial
to successful experiences.

He also reports on the numerous

benefits accrued by students and staff in programs of
choice.
If there are benefits derived from schools of choice by
students and their parents, certainly one could argue that
there must then be a need In public school education for
them [Rutter (1974), Abramson (1975), and Glatthorn (1975)].
Mueller (1987)

feels that programs of choice should

exist because there should be greater opportunities for

ents to participate In the education of their children,
focuses on the laportance of the parent perspective In
grams of choice citing the following reasons:
The primary responsibility for the
education of their children lies with
the family...
Research findings confirm that
students learn more when their
parents are involved in their
education.
Choice for parents means empowerment
and voice...
4.

Parents satisfaction with schools
increase as their influence on their
children's school environment
grows...

5*

Parental choice makes for more
accountability for parents, teachers
and administrators...

6.

Choice allows public schools to
become more diverse.
This increased
diversity makes it possible for
public for non-public schools and for
home instruction.
In is not
necessary to provide the equivalent
of publicly funded private schools.
A range of program options can be
provided within a school building.
In addition, the concept of
individualized plans might be adopted
for the education of all students.
For all these reasons, expanded
choice could become a powerful force
for improving schools, for enhancing
the morale of parents, teachers and
students and for increasing public
support for public education.

19

Mueller acknowledges that programs of choice probably
cannot realize success in all school systems.
however,

He contends,

that many school systems face major changes.

According to Mueller:
...We are moving from a system
characterized by regulation,
centralization, and competition a system
that regulates choice to the private
sector - to a system characterized by
deregulation, decentralization, and
cooperation - a system that welcomes
choice in the public sector...
In any program of choice whether in a school or in
helping to determine the direction a school district will
take, parental participation and community support are
crucial and seem to increase the probability of success.
Bagley (1984) provides a look at the Lawrence,
Massachusetts plan for desegregating its schools.

Although

based upon a mandatory desegregation plan, Bagley shows how
the development of a Parent Information Center helped
Lawrence provide a means whereby its citizen involvement
provided a support base still in existence.
...There can be no doubt that the
involvement of the community was one of
the most important steps undertaken.
Both
adding legitimacy to the plan itself and
assuring that parent interests would be
fairly represented...
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Mitchell and Hawkins (1985)

in their presentation of the

development of the Benton Harbor, Michigan program, also
highlight the importance of parental participation to the
success of its programmatic changes.

They feel that parents

have a major responsibility for helping to develop
activities to improve the climate and spirit of the school.
As a part of the change process in Benton Harbor,

they serve

with school officials setting program goals, making policy
decisions, and monitoring and evaluating programs.

Mitchell

and Hawkins feel that this level of participation by the
school community builds a sense of ownership and trust.
Cllnchy (1984)

suggests that the Brown decision in 1954,

forcing public school desegregation, helped to initiate
parent and students rights in public education.

He contends

that the impact of this decision was a major shock to a
system where authority was assumed by those in power.

In a

plea for choice in public school education Clinchy proposes:
...There is no single kind of schooling,
no uniform, no standardized curriculum
that is equally suitable for every child
and is considered to be ‘excellent’ by all
parents and teachers.
Parents, students
and teachers, must, therefore have a range
of choices or educational options from
which they can select the one they feel
suits them best and provide them with the
excellence they are seeking.
Parents in particular, must be able
to specify the different kinds of schools
they wish their public school system to
provide and then to choose the individual
public school or schools their children
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will attend.
Insofar as such choices
guarantees desegregation and educational
equity.
in this sense every public school
in the system must become a desegregated
(and integrated) 'magnet' school,
attracting its student body solely on the
basis of parent and student choice...
In programs of choice which have high expectations for
students and teachers, Durkin (1984)

felt that when teachers

get involved and excited about developing programs that make
sense to them,

students benefited.

Lawson (1984) strongly

emphasizes equity and choice in public schooling.

He

proposes that if parent choice is to have real meaning,
schools must be allowed to be different.

He feels that

diversity allows schools to develop an individual
characteristic which creates schools that parents perceive
to be better schools for their children.
McGuire (1981)

points out some of the disadvantages as

well as advantages rising out of the success of some
programs of choice.

He feels that increased participatory

arrangement for parent, through support groups such as
parent advisory councils, have resulted in a more
comprehensive education in public schools.

He also feels

that this new formal school based management and
decentralization has also resulted in better students
achievement and improved school-community relations.
expresses concern, however,

He

that this new arrangement for

public education will also be extended to choicej

in some
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instances,

to non-public schools, as well as through

vouchers.

McGuire also raises the issue of a backlash

perpetuating fiscal,

racial, and social

inequities which

would not be beneficial to those who have the greatest
needs.
Glenn (1985)

in an overview explaining how choice fits

into public education points out two primary concerns. The
first of which is,
education.’

'whether or not it will undermine public

In this argument, he presents the case that

early pioneers in public schooling such as Horace Mann and
others were more concerned with the social aspects of
education when rich and poor alike met on a common basis and
were judged on the basis of their ability rather than their
status of birth.

He further points out that most Americans

want their children to have certain common educational
experiences which are determined by the people.
He feels the burden of proof that this concept (choice)
will remain intact is placed upon those seeking change.
Is convinced, however,

He

that if well conceived it is possible

that a 'program of choice' can meet this standard.

Glenn

further points out that Mann’s vision of common schooling
has been betrayed by school attendance on the basis of
residence.
He also feels that choice is important because of what he
perceives to be a real crisis in public education:

a loss
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of that unquestioning support which we have enjoyed for so
long

He suggests that the real debate is about confidence

in public education, not competence, and that parents are
upset by what they perceive to 'the atmosphere,
philosophy,

the goals,

the

the climate of our schools/

Glenn's final argument in favor of choice in public
schools is the (choice)

is important to the public.

He

feels that instead of being a threat to public education,
choice can help to 'realize the promise of the common school
of the republic' .

He also feels that choice gives us an

opportunity to respond to the challenge of living up to the
diversity of beliefs about the type of education children
should receive.

He proposes that choice can help us to be

more competitive in public education which he sees as
essential to future prosperity.

°One of the important

aspects of choice offered by Glenn is that choice within the
public school setting can help to lower the conflict over
which values will shape schooling.

However, Glenn expresses

concern over what he calls 'uncontrolled school choice'
because of his perception of the danger of reinforcing
racial segregation by providing superior opportunities to
non-minority middle class youngsters based on residence.
Glenn also cautions us about standards that are often
established for programs that could lead to inequities «hen
some children fail to meet the standard.

This phenomena is
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currently being evidenced in states like New Jersey where
educators and other public officials caught up in the
conservative movement in education are establishing
proficiencies and criteria that do not take into account
current levels of performance or special needs of segments
of its student population.
Glenn supports the position of diversification of options
to increase the probability of programs being available to
meet the needs of all youngsters.

In this context he

suggests a variety of programs each with its own philosophy,
characteristics and mission.
force for change and equity'

He sees choice as 'a powerful
but feels that it should be

supported by on going supervision adjustment, direction and
a student support system.
Seeley (1984) gives a significant analysis of choice in
which he contrasts it with vocal empowerment.

In

establishing his premise on the importance of choice in our
lives, Seeley points out its commonality in the United Staes
as compared to its availability in other societies.

He

proposes that Americans have taken choice for granted
because it is an option that has been so deeply embedded in
out culture.
Seeley also discusses 'choice as an escape.'
that 'school flight’

He feels

is a natural reaction to

dissatisfaction and that perhaps attention is being focused
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on choice as a viable alternative because those previously
choosing private schools are finding this alternative
increasingly difficult to finance.

Another argument

proposed by Seeley is that perhaps those who here-to-fore
would not have considered schooling outside of the public
schools are now doing so.

This is increasingly evident

among middle class minorities.

In any event, Seely feels

that 'choice provides an end run around the intractable
problems of school systems today.’

He feels that instead of

fighting to Improve schools, choice allows parents to
fulfill their goals and ambitions for their children without
the dissentlon.
Seeley suggests that those inside the public school
system responsible for education might look to their own
shortcomings as the cause of the lack of confidence in
public education.

He feels that choice can be viewed as a

positive reinforcement as well as a negative one.

Many

parents select school systems and communities because of the
schools.

They in essence, choose schools that they feel

will be beneficial to their children.

Seeley feels that

'parents who become Montessori converts or who seek a
special school to develop their child’s artistic talent, are
affirming values in their choices.’
Seeley also sees a relationship between 'choice and
motivation.’

He feels that although the relationship is not
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simple it would be a mistake to assume that 'compulsion
kills motivation or. conversely,

that incentive is always

plentiful when children are allowed to choose where to
attend school and what to do when they get there.'
Seeley suggest that 'voice and choice’
for holding school systems accountable.

can serve as means
Although he feels

that both types of accountability operate in schools,

to

some degree, he questions how well it actually operates.
Seeley suggests that the following reasons sometimes
prohibit parents from exercising either option even when
they are dissatisfied:
1.
2.

3.

4.

The parents are not aware that there
is a problem.
They do not think it is their
responsibility to evaluate their
child's performance or the school's
performance.
They know that the child is not
learning satisfactorily but assume
the problem is with the child.
They are aware that the problem may
be with the school but feel they have
no other option.

Seeley feels that with the above mentioned conditions,
further investigation is needed to see how well choice does
function as an 'accountability system’.

Alves (1984),

in

presenting an overview of choice in the Cambridge,
Massachusetts public school system discusses the effects of
controlled open enrollment and parent choice as a means of
reducing racial

isolation.
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According to Alves, while parents in Cambridge are free
to select the schools they wish to have their children
attend in rank order of preference,

the final decision is

made by the district authority based upon racial
composition.

He reports that most new parents received

their first choice, and overall, approximately ninety
percent of the parents receive a school for their children
that they had chosen.

Like Montclair, Cambridge's system of

choice is also a desegregation program designed to reduce
racial

isolation.

Alves felt that while magnet schools and

voluntary transfers did not play a major role in reducing
racial isolation on a system wide basis, there is strong
evidence which suggests that controlled enrollment may have
considerable power in stabilizing effective desegregation
outcomes.
Clinchy (1985)

in a speech prepared for 'A Symposium: The

Challenge Of Choice'

sponsored by

the Columbus Magnet

School and the Norwalk, Connecticut Board of Education
addressed the Issue of,

'community involvement in developing

a public school system based on diversity and choice.'

He

presents a strong case for the involvement of the total
community for school success.

He also reports that a

traditional practice of 'top down' or one level of
involvement only will not work.

He states that everyone

from school board to civic leader and all others in between,
must be a part of the process.
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Cinchy proposes that the role for each Is crucial and
that no Individual, no matter how brilliant or charismatic,
can successfully implement a program of choice alone.
Clinchy further reports that:
...Enthusiastic leadership, is of course, an
absolute necessity, but such leadership is going to
be wasted and futile unless it is directed at
mobilizing all of a communities resources to become
involved in the planning to share the enthusiasm and
the reward.
This kind of total community
involvement means, first, that the effort is goinq
to take time...
y
...People need to get comfortable with what
diversity and choice are all about, to get a clear
understanding of what is going on to happen and a
choice to become excited and accomplish... for the
children and young people in the schools, for the
parents and people in the schools, for the parents
and teachers, for the school system and for the
community as a whole...

Clinchy contends that a period for planning, studying and
developing ideals are essential.

He strongly urges very

careful planning for the initial phase,

involving the total

community. Clinchy reports that as the concepts of choice
becomes known,

the degree of parental response increases. He

states that, by instituting these initial planning
mechanisms, the system tells the parents and the community
that the administration staff is committed to educational
change and the importance of parent and citizenry
involvement.
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Charpentier (1985)

reports on the impact that

involuntary desegregation had on parent choice in the
Worcester, Massachusetts Public Schools.
Charpentier,

According to

prior to the mandate from their Massachusetts

Board of Education to Worcester to desegregate its schools,
most of the parents probably did not consider other options
for their children.

Like Montclair, Worcester decided to

comply with the mandate by creating a voluntary system
utilizing magnet schools.

According to Charpentier,

although magnet schools constitute only a small portion of
schools in Worcester, the Superintendent believed that
magnet schools present the best strategy for their system.
In addition, Charpentier suggests that the magnet schools
approach appears to be the one sure way to produce both
excellence and public satisfaction with public schools.
Glenn (1985)

suggests both educational and cultural

arguments for schools of choice.

The educational reasons he

proposes include:
Students have different needs and
strengths, they think and learn in
different ways.
Schools are more effective and can take a
more coherent approach to instruction when
their educational mission is clearer.
We need to find ways to release the energy
and creativity of educators by creating
professional teaching conditions.
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Students seem to learn more in schools and
programs that they and their parents have
chosen...

Glenn also reports that in addition to the educational
concerns of parents, societal developments highlight choice
as one of the most critical educational

issues.

He proposes

that parents expect choices in innumerable ways.

Glenn

concludes:
...It has become clear that choice can do
much to promote equity.
It does so by
creating conditions which encourage
schools to become more effective, it does
so by allowing schools to specialize and
thus to meet the needs of some students at
a level of minimum adequacy, and it does
so by increasing the Influence of parents
over the education of their children in a
way which is largely conflict free...
Hechinger (1986) reports that despite many objectives,
the idea of being able to choose from among a variety of
alternatives has become popular among parents and educators.
Smith, Gregory and Pugh (1981)

found that teachers and

students in alternative schools felt that their schools more
effectively met the higher level needs of students than
conventional schools.

Although these researchers felt that

all schools in the study were considered to
good schools.

be good or very

comparisons of the lowest scoring alternative

school and highest scoring conventional school indicated
that in terms of security, social climate, esteem and self
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actualization,
overall.

the alternative schools were rated higher

These authors state:
...We really cannot identify a cause for
such differences since our study was not
designed to establish causality.
There
is, however, only one variable that all
the alternatives have in common: free
choice.
Teachers and students have freely
chosen to work in these schools.
The
'ownership’ of and identification with
these schools that seem to result from the
simple act of choosing is the variable to
which we are most inclined to attribute
the large difference we found...
...Common sense leads one to conclude that
individuals are more likely to value and
see merit in programs they elect to attend
than in those imposed upon them...

Fleming and others

(1982),

Metz

(1981)

also support

premise that parent attitudes towards schools of

the

choice tend

to be positive.
Lewis

(1987)

choice movement
proposes

makes a most

interesting portrayal

in her comparison

that choice,

beyond expectations.

like

to

'Old Faithful.'

'Old Faithful’

She sees choice as a

leads us

of

the
She

to and

lasting phenomena

that must be acknowledged.

Magnet Schools

During

the

last decade attention has been

the magnet school
suggested

concept.

focused on

President Reagan and others have

that magnet schools be considered as a way

to
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voluntarily desegregate the nation's schools

Some see

them

as a means of Improving student achievement.
Parents of public school youngsters are concerned about
be.rng able to acquire a good education for their children.
Educators are concerned about student achievement and the
quality of education, while taxpayers worry about the rising
cost of public schools that are unproductive.

These

concerns come at a time when desegregation is also a major
issue in many parts of the country.

Some feel that magnet

school programs can offer a viable solution to some of these
concerns.
What are magnet schools?

Why do some people feel that

magnet programs can serve as an effective tool in school
desegregation?

What evidence is there that magnet schools

are any more effective than traditional schools?

What

effect does parent choice have on the success of magnet
schools?
Proponents of magnet schools attribute everything from
higher quality education to Improvement in student
attendance to magnet schools.

Critics maintain that magnets

have not successfully desegregated large urban school
systems,

that they draw the best students away from

neighborhood schools.
Brandstetter and Foster (1976) saw magnet schools as
"centers of excellence" combining basic programs with
specialty enrichment components.
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Magnet schools are reported by Doyle (1982) as being
schools with special programs that appeal to student bodies
with similar interests.
Maeroff

(1984) has a different perspective.

He views

magnet schools as a vehicle for providing equality in
education for students.
Magnet school programs have increased according to
Blank; Dentler; Baltzell; and Chabotar (1983), Fantini
(1977) describes this growth as a part of four generations
of alternative programs.
The 'first generation,' according to Fantini, began in
the 1960's and consisted of special schools such as the
'freedom schools' where students determined their own
learning needs.

These schools were representative of

concerns growing out of the unrest of the times and led to
some of the alternative schools that are still in existence.
It was also during this time that the idea of vouchers as
options to traditional schooling appeared.
The second wave or 'generation' occurred during the
1970's when public schools, many aided by ESSA grants, began
to support the idea of magnet schools as a means of updating
the traditional comprehensive secondary school, according to
Fantini.

This movement, he points out, started in suburban

areas and spreaded across the country.

According

to

3^
Fantini,

this period was also the time of the development of

many of the ‘schools-within-a-school’

and the ‘open

classroom.'
Third and fourth ‘generation*
explains,

schools,

Fantini

expanded from building-based magnets to community-

based options such as art centers and museums.
Fantini,

According to

these schools will use the knowledge learned in the

past to form the context of education for the future.

Types of Magnet Schools

School districts have a lot of flexibility in
determining the type of magnet programs they choose to
develop [Bremer
(1974, 1976,

(1971), Pursell

(1976), Smith et.

el

1978), Tyack (1974) and NSBA (1976)].

often than not,

More

the determination is based on the resources

available to the district.
districts plan to Implement

In instances where school
total magnet programs,

obviously existing facilities within the district are
available.

The major emphasis would then be on the theme or

program for each site.

This is also true when districts

implement partial magnet programs consisting of one or two
schools.
When a school district designates a building or
buildings to house a magnet school program,
a neutral site magnet program.

this is known as

According to Waldrip and
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Lotspeich (1977),

-neutral site magnet programs are usually

content oriented, broadly defined programs occupying a total
building,'

Montclair's gifted and talented programs. Arts

Basic Program, Science and Technology program.

International

School and Fundamental program are examples.
Neighborhood magnet schools are another type of program
that can be found In some districts.

This program has been

described by Waldrlp and Lotspeich as self-contained,
educational programs that exist primarily to serve a student
population already enrolled in a neighborhood school that
has been converted to a magnet.

Neighborhood children are

usually given priority and others are usually admitted on a
first-come,

first-serve basis.

Racial balance and building

capacity are usually the only overriding factors.

Many of

the magnet schools in the Milwaukee program, such as IGE
(Individually Guided Education) and Career Awareness
Centers, are examples.

These schools emphasize unique

instructional techniques.
When school districts Implement a magnet program on a
small,

restricted bases,

wlthin-a-school magnets.

they sometimes develop 'schoolThese programs operate in the same

buildings as a neighborhood school.

However,

they are

usually open to students from other parts of the school.
They function as a totally separate program with its own
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staff, program,

resources and regulations.

These schools

usually stress unique programs,
such as primary programs and
alternative secondary programs.

Desegregation Magnet Srhn.i.

Caldwell

(1984) point, out that despite

complaints by

opponents suggesting the elitist nature of a.g„.t schools,
the programs are generally accepted when they are well
planned and Mice so.e of their special features available to
other schools.

He also discusses concerns of clvll-rlghts

activists regarding the Inability of voluntary aagnets to
impact on desegregation in urban schools.
Orfleld (1982) and Maeroff (1984) concur that many
urban school districts have been unable to achieve desired
levels of integration in their magnet programs.
According to Blank et. al.

(1983) the quality of

integration in a magnet Is associated with the following
five factors:
1.

the racial/ethnic composition of the
school system and the surrounding
city-magnets with from 26 to 58
percent Black students had the
highest integration scores

2*

principal quality - principals who
ran effective magnet schools and
programs tended to induce student and
staff integration as one part of that
effectiveness

3.

special treatment by the

superintendent
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4.

coherence and integrity of the school
program and staff

a-

correspondence between what the
magnet was in (observable) fact and
how it was described on paper

Many magnets do achieve or come close to their goal of
achieving desired levels of desegregation, according to
Royster; Baltzell; and Simmons (1979).

They also found that

the degree of desegregation depended upon whether or not the
program was a mandatory magnet or a voluntary one.
It would be naive to think that racial composition is
not an important factor in the success of magnet programs.
When smaller percentages of students in a district are
minority,

the magnet appears to have a greater chance for

success, Rossell

(1985).

This is a major reason why large

urban school districts with predominately minority
populations,

like Pittsburgh and Buffalo, had difficulty

voluntarily desegregating schools.
According to Carrison (1981), magnet schools draw less
than ten percent of the student population in most cities.
Many minority parents resent having magnet programs in
their neighborhoods because their children are not
guaranteed admittance to the programs.

Some of them believe

that magnet programs are responsible for resegregating
schools, Eyler; Cook; and Ward (1983).

Carter (1984)

found
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a disproportionate number of minority students, especially
Blacks, in compensatory programs in magnet schools.
The issue of desegregation in magnet school programs
has been of great concern to many and has been discussed to
a great extent in literature.

According to Metz (1983) it

is generally accepted, however, that magnet schools can
assist desegregation efforts.

Rosenbaum and Presser (1978)

also found that magnet schools tend to handle diverse
populations wel1.

Factors That Appear to Make
Magnet Schools Successful

There are a number of elements that appear to be common
factors in successful magnet schools.
to be parent choice.

The key element seems

Voluntary magnets also appear to be

successful because parents and students want to be there,
stated Rossell and Clark (1987).
Fullerton (1977) suggests that the success of magnet
schools depends upon their ability to provide attractive
choices as well as assistance to parents and students.
Chase and Buchanan (1977) propose that the new
environment of magnet schools has helped a number of
students who previously have not enjoyed much academic
success develop stronger self concepts.

They also report

higher student moral and feelings of responsibility.
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According to Blank et. ei.

,i,83,

the followlng results

were realized by a number of school dlstrJcts ^
programs:

wrenl.

K

T”mlty involvement from

s «rrlrt

quality programs.

M

satisfIctionC?K°1S ?.in hlgher Parent
voluntery enrolment, "a^hai8 *" t0 the
differentiates educationally and
desegregation is that effective magnets
re new and unique forms of parent
involvement and the involvement of
community organizations...
In Edition to researchers previously mentioned.
and Eubanks

(1980)

and Thornes

,1985,

Levine

have aiso discussed some

of the common elements of successful magnet programs
including strong leadership.

high levels of parent and

student satisfaction and community involvement.

Hawkins (19821 feels that if we went parents and citizens
to reinvest their time, we must give them the opportunity to
choose.

Paulu (1984)

found that when parents and students

have more choices it helps them learn that they can have an
impact.
Blank et,
cone1uded that:

el.

(1983)

in the Lowry and Abt Report have
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To be effective in offering quality
education, magnet schools do not need to
U?<\,hi?hly selectlve methods of admitting
students, such as previous school
performance or achievement test scores.
In fact, public support for magnet
programs is more positive when application
is mainly by interest and selection bv
lottery.
The report further offers that voluntary
enrollment by interest tends to selfselect those students that are likely to
do well in a magnet program with a special
theme.
If some entrance requirements are
needed, they should be the minimum
necessary to ensure that a students not be
used only as a means of excluding
students.
They reported that local planners of
magnet school programs should be aware
that student selectivity is a policy
choice.
They recommend strongly that it
be faced openly and publicly in the
earliest planning stages and the policy
debate should be inclusive of all groups.
Thy also found that parents and educators
regard magnets as more selective and
exclusionary than their survey found them
to be.

Factors Influencing Parent Choice

Researchers have found that parents consider different
factors when they select magnet school programs for thsir
children.
Varley (1984),

in a report on the Medford,

Massachusetts magnet program reports that factors such as a
closed school day, hot lunches and portal to portal

transportation were Important considerations for working
parents in Medford.
Norblit and Rimme,
Libros,

(1984)

(1983); Uchitelle, Harris and

found that white suburban parents were

willing to send their children to city magnet school with
unique programs.
Eibler (1987)

reports on the North Carolina School of

Science and Mathematics, where parents are willing to send
their children to a residential school because of the
program.
Levin* and Eubanks (1980); and Roselle (1985)

found

that distance to a school was a factor in magnet school
selection.
Considerations such as low pupil, teacher ratios,
Levine and Eubanks (1980); and schools where principals are
perceived to be strong. Blank et al.

(1983); are also

important factors to parents in selecting magnet school
programs for their children.
This section of the literature review examined some of
the references regarding parent choice and magnet schools.
The development, benefits, needs, concerns
factors influencing choice were discussed.

results and
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The problem under investigation is the comparison of
factors that influenced minority and non-minority parent
choice in school selection in the Montclair, New Jersey
Magnet Schools Program. This study will investigate that
problem.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

It is the purpose of this chapter to present the
methodology employed to address the research questions:
1)

Do minority and non-minority parents take into
account different factors when selecting a magnet
school program for their children?

2)

Which of the specified factors influenced minority
parent choice and which of the specified factors
influence'non-minority parent choice?

This chapter is divided into the following areas:
and subjects,

setting

source of data, procedures and analysis of

data.

Setting and Subjects

Montclair is an urban-suburban residential community
located 12 miles west of New York City and seven miles north
east from Newark, New Jersey.

It is a diverse community

with a variety of cultural institutions.
According to the 1980 census the population of
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Montclair was 38,321 representing a 13% decline since 1950.
The largest minority (Black)

represents 28 percent of the

population.
In a report prepared for the Montclair Board of
Education,

"A System of Choice"

(1977),

Montclair were racially unbalanced.
continuous basis,

the schools in

Montclair had

on a

from 1960 through 1972, a minimum of seven

proposals for the reorganization of it’s public school
system, none of which integrated the schools.
According to the report, an integration plan was
adopted in September of 1972 for implementation in the
elementary schools.

The plan did not attempt to integrate

kindergarten and first grade classes.
grade in every school.

It eliminated one

Students from those schools were

bussed to another school

in the district.

In September of 1975,

the

1972 integration plan was

modified and "Freedom of Choice" became an additional
option, according to the report.

Parents were given the

opportunity to choose an elementary school other than the
one to which their child was assigned provided (1)
child’s grade was not missing in that school
did not create or aggravate racial
In December of 1975,

(2)

the

the choice

imbalance.

the report also revealed that,

the

State Commissioner of Education had reviewed the district's
integration plan and ruled that there was need for
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additional corrective action at the elementary level to
achieve racial balance in all grades.
From December,

1975 until March,

1976,

the

administration developed and submitted to the Board ten
potential

integration plans ranging from closing schools and

busing students to no school closing and no busing.

The

plans also reflected possibilities which required redis¬
tricting , paired-schools and implementation of magnet
schools.
According to an article in "This Is Montclair” by. The
League of Women Voters (1982):
Efforts to change the school attendance
patterns led to the most divisive and
contentious times that Montclair had
experienced; yet the fabric did not tear.
A controversial plan that involved the
pairing of certain schools and mandatory
busing was ultimately replaced be one that
used attractive programs and voluntary
busing to achieve the goal of integrated
schooling.
...Southwest and Glenfield elementary
schools were closed, as was Hillside
middle school.
Glenfield and Mt. Hebron
became 6-8 middle schools.
Nishuane and
Hillside were paired; Nishuane housed EC
(Early Childhood) - grades and Hillside
housed grade 3,4, and 5.
Both schools
became sites for a gifted and talented
magnet school program.
A fundamental
magnet school program, as well as another
early childhood component, was created at
Bradford School.
Elementary school
attendance lines and middle school feeder
patterns were redrawn.
Transportation was
provided for students participating in the
magnet program electing Freedom of Choice.
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(choice of school, providing racial
balance was maintained)...
In the years following the adoption of the original
Magnet Schools program in 1976,

revisions

of the loss of students from some schools.
with the following modifications, however,

occurred because
The basic plan
is still

in

effect.

Grove Elementary School,

is a neighborhood school.

It

was redesigned in 1980 around a "Future Studies" theme in an
attempt to attract and hold more students.

Parents, however

*

were not attracted to the Future Studies magnet. Attendance
did not increase and the school was closed.

Edgemont Elementary School, a neighborhood school, was
redesigned around " Arts Basic Theme"

in 1982. A cooperative

program with classroom teachers and the "Lincoln Center" was
developed.

Special adjunct staff and an inservice program

with Lincoln Center staff, were added to enhance the
program.

A full day primary unit program for 4 and 5 year

children was added.

Watchung Elementary School,

the third neighborhood

school was paired with Mt Hebron middle school,
Fundamental middle school

in 1985.

formally a

Both schools have been
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redesigned around a "Science and Technology Theme" with

special emphasis on computer technology.

Inservice programs

in conjunction with Bank Street College was provided for
both schools. An all day primary unit program was added at
Watchung.

Northeast Elementary School, which contained the
district’s English-as-a-Second Language program, and which
housed an all day primary unit program was redesigned as an
"International" magnet school in 1982.

It now has a multi¬

cultural focus in the humanities and offers a Spanish
immersion program.

Bradford Elementary School,

is a Fundamental school

with an all day primary unit program for students aged 4 and
5.

Nishuane, Hillside and Glenfield Schools, offer the
district's early childhood through eighth grade gifted and
Talented magnet programs.

Nishuane,

the early childhood through second grade

school also offers a full day primary program and includes
special offerings in foreign language, core subjects and the
arts.
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Hillside,

the grade three through grade five school

offers an extensive aesthetics and gifted program in core
subjects,

foreign language and the arts.

Glenfield,

the gifted and talented program extension

into the middle school.

In addition to offering a

challenging academic program for gifted students,

it o

provides a strong arts program.
In addition to the public schools,

there are five

private and parochial schools in Montclair which enroll 19%
of the school-age population,according to Clewell and Joy
(1987).

Many parents have historically chosen to send their

children to these schools.

This has had a negative impact

on public school enrollment and serves as a challenge to the
public school administrators.
The subjects selected for this study are parents of
students attending Montclair’s eight public school magnet
programs at the time of the study.
The subjects were selected by random sample from each
school and from each grade level

in each school based on

their willingness to participate in the study.

A minimum of

twenty (20) parents from Bradford, Edgemont, Northeast and
Watchung, Hillside, Nishuane, Mt. Hebron and Glenfield were
sought (see Table 1).
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TABLE 1
Magnet School Enrollments

School

Enrollments

No. of Subjects
sought from each
school

Bradford

331

20

Edgemont

259

20

Hillside

528

30

Nishuane

638

30

Northeast

348

20

Hatchung

352

20

Glenfield

574

30

Mt. Hebron

484

30

Source:

Department of Research, Planning and Evaluation,
Montclair Public School Report of Enrollment
Figures,

1986

The subjects varied with regard to the grade level
placement of their children as well as the type of magnet
school they selected.

Both minority and non-minority

parents have been included in the random sampling.
All participants have been assured by the researcher
that their anonymity as well as that of their children would
be protected.

Source of Data

A questionnaire was developed to collect data for this
study (see Appendix A).

The instrument was used by parents

to react to certain elements.

Twenty four (24) questions

were created to provide respondents with a systematic rating
scale.

This rating scale was utilized to determine which

factors were important to minority (Black) and non-minority
parents in magnet school selection.

These questions were

derived from informal parental input and extensive
administrative experience in magnet school selection during
ten years of magnet school existence in Montclair.
Subjects were asked to react to items on the
r

questionnaire by indicating the importance of each item, in
their selection of a magnet school for their children.

The

questionnaire contains items that can be categorized as
"School Related Factors and Parent Related Factors".
School related factors include such items as: good
discipline, the starting and ending time of school, the
availability of an extended day care program, the school's
emphasis on "The Basics," the school's emphasis on "The
Arts," test scores, homework policy, unavailability of space
at registration time, and the availability of support
programs.
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Parent

related

factors

include such

features of a particular magnet,
neighborhood school,

the

the fact that

fact

recommendation from a friend,

Child’s

friend attended the school,
the child’s programs,

teacher expectations,
of

the administrators,

that

it was a non-

the

fact

that a

a parent’s option to

a parent’s perception of

a parent’s perception of the quality
preference

for a small school,

parent’s perception of the quality of teachers,
that

the school was within walking distance,

opportunity to choose

the child’s

Each respondent was asked to
each

the

response was based on the

5

a

fact

and a parent’s

school.
indicate

the

importance of

item in their selection of a magnet school.

Tuckman,

special

it was a neighborhood

school,

choose

items as:

following Likert

The

type scale

1972):

4

3

Important

Undecided

2
Somewhat

Important

l
Not Verv
Important

Prl°r to distributing the questionnaire to the
subjects,

the questionnaire was piloted with a group of

parents whose children attended a Saturday morning program
and who were willing to participate.
representing three magnet schools,

Six parents

including four minority

and two non-minority parents, were the participants.

They

were asked to read the questionnaire items and circle the
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number of

the Item which most closely represented the

importance of each Item to them at the time they selected a
magnet schools program for their child.

These participant,

were not a part of the study population.

They were assured

of anonymity for both,

parents and

children.

The purpose

of this procedure was to check parental reactions to
questionnaire
Overall,

items

in terms nf
terms of

fhow

their

<

importance to parents.

there was a high rate of agreement

importance of questionnaire items.

in terms of

The following table

summarizes their responses i

Very
Important

Important

Undecided

75

39

10

53

28

7

Somewhat
Important

Not Very
Important
8

Comments included:
"The fact that it was not my neighborhood school was a
negative factor in my mind but outweighed by other factors.

"My answers would be different having been a part of
school."

" However, I confined my answers to the most
factors at time of selection."

"The most important
kids were going."

factor was where I

the

important

felt the brightest
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The second step In the process was to present the
questionnaire to a panel of five experts who by virtue of
their positions and/or responsibility, had extensive
experience with school selection in the Montclair Magnet
Schools program. They were asked to critique the twenty-four
(24) questionnaire items to determine how understandable
they would be to parents.

The panel members did not include

any of the subjects who were part of the main study.

They

included the following:

The Director of Research Planning and Evaluation, who
had considerable experience in the development and
analyses of surveys and magnet school registration.

2. The Director of Instruction, with overall
responsibilities to include magnet school registration.

3. The Director of Elementary Education responsibilities
include monitoring student placement in grades EC-8.

. The

4

.

5

Director of Basic Skills, is responsible for the
placement and monitoring of students in the Basic
Skills program.

The Superintendent of Schools, who is responsible for
all programs and procedures in the school district.

Overall there Is a high rate of agreement on most items
by the panel of "experts".

All members of the panel are In

agreement on 21 of the 24 Items.

Items 10 and 17 were

changed In accordance with their suggestions.

Item 10:
Original Item

Final Item -

"Parents can choose his/her child’s
program."
Option available to choose your
child's program."

Item 17:
Original Item - "The size of the school."
Final Item

- "Your preference for a small school."

Three panel members suggested the addition of item
twenty four (24)

because some parents inquired inform¬

ally about which schools offered extra support programs
such as homework centers. The Fundamental School is
such an example.
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TABLE 2

Panel of Experts Questionnaire Reactions
Original I terns

—Agreement_Disagreement

1.

Special Feature
of a particular
Magnet school

5/5

2.

It was not your
neighborhood
school

5/5

3.

It was your
neighborhood
school

5/5

4.

A friend said it
was a good school

5/5

5.

Transportation
would be available

5/5

6.

Good discipline in
the school

5/5

7.

Friends of your
child attended the

5/5

8.

The starting/end
time of the school

5/5

9.

An extended day
care program was
available

5/5

10.

Parents can choose
his/her child’s
program.

3/5

2/5

Modifications

Option available
to choose your
child's pro¬
gram

cont. next page
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11. The school’s
emphasis on "The
Arts"

5/5

12. The school’s
emphasis on
"Th^
Basics".

5/5

13. The school’s test
scores.

5/5

14. The school’s home¬
work policy

5/5

15.

5/5

Expectations of
teachers for the
students.

16. The quality of the
administrators in
the school.

5/5

17. The size of the
school.

4/5

1*). The racial balance
of the school.

5/5

19. The quality of the
school’s teachers.

5/5

20.

5/5

School is within
walking distance.

1/5

Your prefer¬
ence for a
small school

21. The number of
5/5
electives available.
22.

No other space was
available at time
of registration.

5/5

23. Opportunity to
choose our child’s
school.

5/5

24.

The support programs 3/5
available to stu¬
dents in the school

3 suggested
adding the
additional
factors.

5?

Procedures

Permission was obtained from the Superintendent of
Schools to conduct the survey.

A letter was mailed to

subjects explaining the purpose of the survey
B).

In addition to the questionnaire,

addressed envelope was
read each survey

included.

(see appendix

a stamped self-

The subjects were asked

item carefully and react to

it.

to

A rating

scale was used to determine the importance of each

item.

Timelines were established noting the deadline for ail
questionnaires to be returned to the researcher.

Several

telephone calls were made in an attempt to obtain

completed

questionnaires from as many subjects as possible who were
not meeting the deadline date.
9

Data Analysis

The
Likert

information obtained for

rating scales,

responses

to

categorical

Tuckman(1972).

items on the,
data as,

this study was provided by
The subjects'

questionnaire provided

"Very Important",

"important","undecided",

etc.

Contingency tables

(2x5)

were established using five categories and two groups,
minority and non-minority parent response.
responses are non-parametric data.

Categorical
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Chi-square analysis was used to analyze all

questionnaire items.
statistic,

Chi-square and

its companion

the contingency coefficient,

parametric relationship.
contingency coefficient

are tests of non-

The significance level

is taken to be the same as that

associated with the Chi-square from which it
Senter

for a given

is calculated,

(1969).

For all analyses,

the confidence limit of 95* (p -

will be used to judge statistical significance.

.05)

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

The present research dealt with an examination of the
comparison of factors that influenced minority and non¬
minority parent choice in school selection.

The purpose of

the study was to determine which factors influenced minority
parents and which factors influence non-minority parents
when they selected a magnet school for their children.
setting, concepts,

The

rationale for the study and the

hypotheses have been introduced previously.

Additionally,

procedures and methodology for data collection have been
presented.
The results of this investigation will be reported on
the basis of the following statistical content areas:

1.

The reactions of a small sampling to
determine the degree of importance of
questionnaire items

2.

A critique by a panel of experts to
determine understanding of
questionnaire items.

3.

The analysis of questionnaire items
to determine which factors
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contributed to overall differences in
magnet school selection.
The responses of the

sample population were analyzed

to review respondents reactions to the importance of
questionnaire items.

Each participant on a five point

Likert type scale rated questionnaire items on the basis of
their importance to them, at the time they selected a magnet
schools program.

The number and percent of responses in

each rating category are presented.

A review of the data

indicates that the subjects rated 81% of all

items as either

very important or Important.
The responses of the panel of experts are recorded in
Table 2.

Overall there was a high degree of agreement on

the understanding of questionnaire items by all panel
members.

Items 10 and 17 were changed and item 24 was added

to meet their recommendations.

Overall the panel of experts

are in agreement that questionnaire items were
understandable.
To test the hypothesis that minority and non-minority
parents select magnet school programs for their children
based upon school related factors and parent related
factors,

it was necessary to determine parental attitudes

regarding the importance of both factor groupings in school
selection.

Would there be a difference in the factors or

factor groupings which influenced minority parents from
those that

influenced non-minority parents?

6l

The questionnaire was subjected to
jected to an item analysis
determine which so^rifm.
peciflc items contributed to overall
differences.

To evaluate this, each Item was analyzed using

Chi-square techniques.
results,

to

tables

4

Table 3 summarizes these Ch,-square
. ,
provide an analysis of

individual

iterns.
As noted in Table 3.

for items on the questionnaire,

according to Dr. Warren Helss of Montclair State Coilege.
the differences are statistically significant (p - ,05 or
less). The Chi-square analyses for items 3.4.6.9.9.12.15-24
Indicate

there Is no significant difference between

respondents.

A significant difference Is noted for items

1.2.5.7.10,11,13 and 14.

Table 28 provides another overview

of responses to all questionnaire items.
The total of all

items for School Related Factors, and

Parent Related Factors are also statistically significant.
Tables 29 and 30 summarizes these Chi-square results.

For

each of these factor groupings it is at the individual

level

that exceptions to the overall significance are noted in
tables 31 and 32.
Table 33 provides
reactions by school.

an analysis

regarding respondents

It is noted that overall,

there is a

significant difference between respondents in six of the
eight schools.
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TABLE 3
Chi-Square Summary for All Parents On All

item number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

xa
12.870
12.764
5.087
6.351
17.683
8.031
11.640
5.834
5.427
12.674
12.172
8.853
10.220
12.572
0.718
6.511
7.237
6.573
2.536
2.514
1.954
2.703
1.685
9.300

♦Contingency Coefficient ('
(Bruning & Kintz, ’77’)

Items

P

c*

O.Oll
0.012

o 226
o 230

0.278
0.174
0.001
0.090

o
o
o
o

0.020
0.211

o
o

0.246
0.013
0.016
0.064
0.036
0.013
0.949
0.164
0.123
0.160
0.638
0.642
0.744
0.608
0.793
0.054

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

where C = n/X1

/

(X2

+ N

145
163
264
181
216
154
150
226
221

192
205
226
054
162
172
160
103
102

090
117
084
. 195
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To investigate these judgements in greater detail an
analysis of individual questionnaire items and factor
groupings of selection categories will be given.
With respect to item 1, "Importance of Special
Features of a Particular School", the total agreed that this
was an important factor. This item was more important to
minority parents. Non-minority parents think that it is
important but they are more divided on this issue. Table 4
summarizes these data results.

Table 4
Item 1
Importance of Special Features of a Particular School.

Very
Important
Important

Minority (*)
(S)

40
51

Non
Minority (*)
(S)

63
43

(X*

32
41

48
30

Undecided

Somewhat
Important

Not Very Total
Important

1
0

1

5

0

6

2
1

23
14

8
1 1

- 12.870, P - 0.011, C - 0.226, Significant)

79

159
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The second

item.

It Was Not Your Neighborhood School",

although statistically significant was not an
factor to either parent group.

Important

A slightly higher percent of

minority parents thought that this

Item was not Important

when they selected a magnet school program for their child.
Table.5 summarizes

these data results.

Table 5
Item 2
It Was Not Your Neighborhood School.

Very

Important

Undecided

Somewhat
Important

* Important

Not Very Total
Important

Minority (*)

11

3

9

53

(%)

14

4

12

69

77

Non
Minority (*)

17

9

8

9

107

{%)

11

6

5

6

71

(X1

=

12.764,

P =

0.012,

C = 0.230,

Significant)

150
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Item 3,

"It Was Ycur Neighborhood School", was not a

significant factor for either group.

However,

ten percent

•• •

more non-minority parents found this to be an important
item*

Table 6 summarizes these data results.

Table 6
Item 3
It Was Your Neighborhood School.

Very
Important
Important

Minority (*)
(%)

13
16

Non
Minority (■*) 41
{%) 26

(X3

11
14

21
14

5.087/ P = 0.278,

Undecided

5
4

4
3

Somewhat
Important

7
9

Not Very Total
Important

43
54

17
11

72
46

C = 0.145, Not Significant)

79

155

Iten 4.

-A Friend Said It Was a Good School", was not a

Significant factor.

Both groups were evenly divided on the

Importance of this Item.

Table 7 summarizes these data

results.

Table 7
Item 4

A Friend Said it Was a Good School.

Very
Important
Important

Minority (*)

15
(%) 19

Non
Minority (•*)
{%)

(X2

29
19

Undecided

Somewhat
Important

Not Very Total
Important

22
28

6
8

20
25

16
20

79

50
33

3
2

30
20

41
27

153

= 6.351, P = 0.174,

C = 0.163, Not Significant)
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Item 5,

"Transportation Would Be Available", was

statistically significant.

A greater percent of minority

parents feel that this Is an Important factor In magnet
school selection.

Table 8 summarizes these data results.

Table 8
Item 5
Transportation Would be Avaible

Very
Important
Important

Minority (*) 30
(%) 38

Non
Minority (*)
(%>

(X

a

57
37

26
33

28
18

17.683, P = 0.001,

Undecided

2
1

Somewhat
Important

Not Very Total
Important

11
14

3
2

C = 0.264,

10
6

Significant)

11
14

57
37

80

155
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With respect to item 6.

"Good Discipline in the

School”, although this factor was important to both minority
and non-minority parents it was not statistically
significant.

Table 9 summarizes these data results.

Table 9
Item 6
Good Discipline in the School.

Very
Important
Important

Minority (*) 45
(%) 56
Non
Minority (*) 86
(%) 55

27
34

40
25

(X1 = 8.031, P = 0.090,

Undecided

Somewhat
Important

Not Very Total
Important

4
5

4
5

0

9

9

13

6

6

8

C = 0.181, Not Significant)

80

0

157
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Item 7,

"Friends of Your Child Attended the School",

was a statistically significant item.

A higher percent of

non minority parents find this to be an important factor.
Table 10 summarizes these data results.

Table 10
Item 7
Friends of Your Child Attended The School.

Very
Important
Important

Undecided

Minority (*) 15
(%) 18

17
20

0

Non
Minority (*) 36
{%) 24

37
24

4
3

(X 2

0

Somewhat
Important

Not Very Total
Important

25
30

20
13

11.640, P = 0.020, C - 0.216, Significant)

27
32

56
37

84

153
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The Starting and Ending Tine of School

item 8.

was

n°t a StatlStlCallV significant factor for either parent

group.

Table 11 summarizes these data results.

Table 11
Item Q
The Starting and Ending Time of School

Very
Important
Important

Minority (*)
(%)
Non
Minority (*)
{%)

Undecided

Somewhat
Important

Not Very Total
Important

10
12

16
20

3
4

14
17

39
48

82

12
8

23
15

9
6

17
11

96
61

157

( x*= 5.834, P -0.211, c

= 0.154, Not Significant )
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Item 9»

An Extended Day Care Program Was Available",

was not a statistically significant factor for either
parent group. Table 12 summerizes these data results.

Table 12
Item 9
An Extended Day Care Program Was Available.

Very
Important
Important

Minority (*) 13
(%) 14
Non
Minority (*)

(%)

11
8

Undecided

5
6

5

7
5

3
2

6

Somewhat
Important

4
4

6
4

Not Very Total
Important

63
70

90

117
81

144

5.427, P = 0.246, C = 0.150, Not Significant)
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in it.. 10. -The Option to Cheese Your Child's program...
a significantly higher percent of Binority parents ^
non-minority parents feel that this is an important factor.
Table 13 summerizes these data results.

Table 13
Item 10
Option Available to Choose Your Child's Program

Very
Important
Important

Minority (*) 38
(X) 48

24
30

Non
Minority (*)
(X)

56
36

44
28

Undecided

5
6

10
6

Somewhat
Important

Not Very Total
Important

8
10

14
9

( X1 = 12.674, P = 0.013, C = 0.226, Significant)

5
6

80

31
20

155
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A significantly higher percent of minority parents
than non- minority parents, feel that item il -The School's
Emphasis on the Basics", is important. Table 14 summerizes
these data results.

Table 14
Item 11

The School’s Emphasis on "The Basics"

Very
Important
Important

Undecided

Somewhat
Important

Not Very Total
Important

Minority (*) 44
(%) 56

25
32

3
4

3
4

3
4

78

Non
Minority (*)
(*)

40
25

2

20
13

21
13

157

74
55

12.172,

P = 0.016

I

0

C = 0.221,

Significant)
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Item 12, -The School's Emphasis On The Arts",is not a
significant factor statistically. It does not show a
significant difference between minority and non-minority
parent choice in magnet school selection. Table 15
summerizes these data results.

Table 15
Item 12
The School’s Emphasis on "THE ARTS"
Very
Important
Important
Minority (*) 15
(X) 19
Non
Minority (*)
(X)

( Xa -- 8.853,

19
24

31
20

P -

29
19

0.064,

Undecided

11
14

8
5

Somewhat
Important

22
28

42
28

Not Very Total
Important

‘

12
15

42
28

C « 0.192, Not Significant)

79

152
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Ite. 13. -The School'a Test Scores- is a significant
actor. A slightly higher percent of minority parents.than
non-minority parents feel that this is important.Table 16
summarizes these data results.

Table 16
Item 13
The School’s Test Scores.

Very
Important
Important

Undecided

Minority (*) 17
(X) 22

28
36

17
22

Non
Minority (*)
(X)

46
30

17
11

10.220,

35
23

P

0.036,

Somewhat
Important

Not Very Total
Important

8
10

18
12

C - 0.205, Significant)

8
10

78

38
25

154

76

Item 14 "The School-s Homework Policy" is a significant
item. A greater percent of minority parents than non¬
minority parents find this to be an important factor.
Table 17 summarizes these data results.

Table 17
Item 14
The School's Homework Policy

Very
Important
Important

Minority (*) 30
(%) 41
Non
Minority (*) 33
{%) 21

26
35

69
43

Undecided

Somewhat
Important

Not Very Total
Important

7
9

6

5

8

6

12

19
12

26
16

8

( X* = 12.572, P * 0.013, C « 0.226, Significant )

74

159

77
Although Item 15 "Expectations of Teachers for the
Students." is not a significant factor statistically.
minority and non-minority parents feel that this is
a very important factor. Table 18 summarises these
data results.

Table 18
Item 15
Expectations of Teachers for the Students.

Very
Important
Important

Minority (*) 44
(%) 55

28
35

Non
Minority (*) 92
(X) 58

52
33

0.718,

P =•• 0.949,

Undecided

4
5

Somewhat
Important

2
2

54
3
3

C

Not Very Total
Important

2
2

80

5
3

158

0.054, Not Significant)

78

Item 16 "The Quality of the Administrators in the School
is not statistically significant. However, minority and non¬
minority parents feel that it is an important factor. Table
19 summarizes these data results#

Table 19
Item 16
The Quality of the Administrators in the School.

Very
Important
Important

Minority (*) 46
(X) 57
Non
Minority (*) 98
(X) 57

6.511,

P

27
33

48
30

0.164,

Undecided

5
6

2
1

Somewhat
Important

Not Very Total
Important

2

1

2

1

3

7
4

2

C = 0.162, Not Significant)

81

158
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Item 17

"Your Preference for a Small School" was

a significant factor for either group. Minority
and non-minority parents are equally divided on this
factor. Table 20 summarizes these data results.

Table 20
Item 17
Your preference for a Small School

Very
Important
Important

Undecided

Minority (*) 16
(%) 20

17
21

10
13

Non
Minority (*) 45
(K) 29

30
19

8
5

Somewhat
Important

14
18

19
12

Not Very Total
Important

23
29

55
35

80

157

( X1* 7.237, P 55 0.123, C * 0.172 , Not Significant)
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"The Racial Balance of the School”, was not a
significant factor statistically. However, a higher
percent of minority parents than non-minority parents
feel that it is important. Table 21 summarizes these data
results.

Table 21
Item 18
The Racial Balance of the School.
Very
Important
Important

Minority (*) 18
(X) 20

38
42

Non
Minority {*) 26
(K) 16

54
34

(X*

6.523,

P

0.160,

Undecided

Somewhat
Important

8
9

9
6

C

-- 0.160,

7
8

28
18

Not Very Total
Important

20
22

91

41
26

158

Not Significant)
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Item 19. "The duality of the School's Teachers" was not
a significant factor statistically. However, both minority
and non-minority parents feel that this is an important
factor in magnet school selection. Table 22 summarizes
these data results.

Table 22
Item 19
The Racial Balance of the School.
Very
Important
Important

t

\

Undecided

Minority (*) 60
(%) 76

15
19

0
0

Non
Minority (*) 127
(%) 81

25
16

1

x*

2.536,

P

0.638,

0

C =

0.103,

Somewhat
Important

1
1

2
1

Not Very Total
Important

3
4

79

2
1

Not Significant)

157
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Neither minority nor non-minority parents

—

-•

m„L-

to be a significant factor. Tab! p o-x e
r’ laDie 23 summarizes these
data results.

Table 23
Item 20
School is Within Walking Distance

Very
Important
Important

Undecided

Minority (*) 10
(%) 13

9
19

2
3

Non
Minority (*) 31
(%) 20

13
8

6
4

(X2= 2.514,

Somewhat
Important

13
16

23
15

Not Very Total
Important

45
57

85
54

P = 0.642, C = 0.102, Not Significant)

79

158
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Item 21. "The Number of Electives Available", was not
statistically significant factor. Both minority and nonminonty parents are evenly divided on this issue. Table
24 summarizes these data results.

Table 24
Item 21
The Number of Electives Available

Very
Important
Important

Undecided

Minority (*) 13
(%) 16

29
37

5
6

Non
Minority (*) 21
(K) 13

47
30

11
7

(X

2 =

1.954,

P

0.744,

C

Somewhat
Important

18
23

43
28

Not Very Total
Important

14
18

79

34
22

156

0.090, Not Significant)

a
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Item 22. "No Other Space Was Available At Time of
Registration," was not statistically significant.Neither
group thought that this was an important item. Table 25
summarizes these data results.

Table 25
Item 22
No Other Space Was Available at Time of Registration.

Very
Important
Important

(

Undecided

Somewhat
Important

Not Very Total
Important

Minority (*) 5
(X) 8

5
8

9
14

0
0

44
70

63

Non
Minority (*) 10
(X) 8

7
6

12
10

2
2

100
84

119

2.703,

P

=

0.608,

C = 0.117,

Not Significant)
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Although Item 23. "Opportunity To Choose Your Child's
School." is not significant statistically, both minority
and non-minority parents feel that it is a very important
item. Table 26 summarizes these data results.

Table 26
Item 23
Opportunity to Choose Your Child’s School.

Very
Important
Important

Minority (») 53
(%) 66
Non
Minority (*) 101
(K) 64

Undecided

20
25

43
27

Somewhat
Important

3
3

3

2

Not Very Total
Important

3
3

5
3

1
1

5
3

(Xx = 1.685, P = 0.793, C = 0.084, Not Significant)

80

157

86

Item 24,

"The Support Programs Available To Students

in the School." is an important item to both minority
and non-minority parents. Although not statistically
significant, a slightly higher percent of minority
parents feel it is important. Table 27 summarises these
data results.

Table 27
Item 24
The Support Programs Available to Students in the School.

Very
Important
Important

Minority (*) 37
(%) 46
Non
Minority (*) 49
(%) 32

21
26

54
35

Undecided

Somewhat
Important

4
5

10
13

11
7

17
II

Not Very Total
Important

8

80

10

24
15

9.300, P = 0.054, C = 0.195, Not Significant)

155

Table 28

C^‘Sl!Uare.SUrnmary f°r Minority and
on- inority Farents on All Items

V

u

I

5W

NV

I

I

Minority
(*)

(%)

628
33

498

121

206

26

6

II

45!
24

1904

Non
Minority
<*>
(%)

1174
32

876
24

171
5

400

II

1093
29

3714

( Xx* 26.664, P *0.0001, C ■ 0.0687, Significant )

38

Table 29

Chi-Square Summary for Minority and Non-Minority
Parents on School Related Factors

V
1

1

(*)
(X)

247
28

239
21

(*>
(%>

388
24

U

SW
1

NV
1

T

82
9

90
10

221
25

879

Minority

Non
Minority
380
23

103
6

( XL - 33.884, P =■ 0.0001,

221
13

552
34

1644

C * 0.1151, Significant)

89

Table 30

Chi-Square Sumnary for Minority and Non-Minority
Parents on Parent Related Factors

V
1

1

U

SW
1

NV
1

T

Minority

0
(X)

381
37

259
25

46
4

116
11

232
22

1034

(*)
(%)

706
39

460
23

59
3

179
8

541
27

2025

Non
Minority

15.955, P = 0.003, C = 0.072, Significant)
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Table 31
Factor h„ „r-

X2

6

P

C

8.031

0.090

0.181

5.834

0.211

O.154

5.42?

0.246

0.150

12.172

0.016

0.221

12

8.853

0.064

0.192

13

10.220

0.036

0.205

14

12.572

0.013

0.226

18

6.573

0.160

0.160

21

1.954

0.744

0.090

22

2.703

0.608

0.117

24

9.300

0.054

0.195

8
9
11

91

Table 32

Chi-Square Summary for Parent Related Factors by Item

Item Number

X2

P

C

1

12.870

0.011

0.226

2

12.764

0.012

0.230

3

5.087

0.278

0.145

4

6.351

0.174

O.163

5

17.683

0.001

0.264

7

11.640

0.020

0.216

10

12.674

0.013

0.226

15

0.718

0.949

0.054

16

6.511

0.164

0.162

17

7.237

0.123

0.172

19

2.536

0.638

0.103

20

2.514

0.642

0.102

23

1.685

0.793

0.084

Table

92
33

Chi-Square Summary of All items for Each s.h.ni

School
Bradford
Edgemont
Hillside
Nishuane

X2

P

c

5.558

0.234

0.093

11.486

0.021

0.173

12.04?

0.017

0.095

22.160

0.000

0.198

7.233

0.124

0.115

Watchung

22.667

0.000

0.200

Glenfield

24.458

0.000

0.171

Mt. Hebron

31.595

0.000

0.188

Northeast
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Table 34
Factors Important to Respondent Groups

Item Number
1
2
3
4
5
s6
7
s8
s9
10
sll
sl2
13
sl4
15
16
17
sl8
19
20
s21
s22
23
s24

Minority

Non-Minority

Both

Neither

•
*
*

*

*
*

•
*
»
*
*
*

*

*
*

*
*

*

Ss School Related Factors Other
Related Factors

§ are Parent
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Analysis of the Importance of Individual
Items to Respondents

An analysis of

the data revealed

that although some

items were not statistically significant
nevertheless
school

important

selection.

factors

to

The hypothesis

they were

respondents

in magnet

that minority and non-

minority parents would select both school

related and parent

related factors when choosing a magnet school
their children

program for

is accepted. Table 34 provides an overview of

these results.
Items
importance
greater
groups

1,5,10,11,13,14,18 and 24 were of greater
to minority parents.

Items 3,

and 7 were of

importance to non-minority parents.
thought that

important.

items 6,15,13,19,and 23 were equally

Neither group

4,8,9,12,17,20,21

indicated

or 22 were

more factors of greater
non-minority parents

questionnaire
greater

items 2,

indicating that there were

importance to minority parents

in selecting a magnet school

indicated by their responses

items that the following

importance to

them:

particular magnet school;
available;

that

important.

A pattern appeared to emerge

Minority parents

Both respondent

item 10,

Item 1,

item 5,

than

program.

to

factors were of

special

features of a

transportation would be

the option to choose

the child’s

95

program; item 11, the school's emphasis on " The Basics
item 13, the school's test scores; item 14, the school's
homework policy; item 18, the racial balance of the school;
and item 24, the support programs available to students in
the school.
Non-minority parents indicated by their responses to
questionnaire items that item 3, it was your neighborhood
school; and item 7, friends of your child attended the
school were of greater importance to them than to minority
parents.
Both respondent groups felt that the following factors
were important considerations when they chose a magnet
school program for their children: item 6, good discipline
in the school; item 16, the quality of the administrators in
the school; item 19, the quality of the school's teachers;
and item 23, the opportunity to choose your child's school.
Neither group found the following factors to be
important considerations in selecting a magnet school
program: item 2, it was not your neighborhood school; item 4, a
friend said it was a good school; item 8, the starting and
ending time of school; item 9, an extended day care program
was available; item 12, the school's emphasis on "The Arts";
item 17, preference for a smaller school; item 20, the
school was within walking distance; item 21, the number of
electives available; and item 22, no other space was
available at the time of registration.
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School
of greater

related factors and parent related factors were
importance to minority parents than non-minority

parents.
Both respondent groups
factors were of greater
related factors

indicted that parent related

importance to them than school

in magnet school selection.

Summary

The results of

the study were reported around the

statistical analysis of a questionnaire employing Chi-square
techniques one of

the most common analytical comparisons

applied to multiple groups of data,
determine how specific
difference.

Results

items on the

Senter

(1969)

to

items contributed to overall

indicated that for

questionnaire,

the total of all

the difference between the

responses of minority and non-minority parents relating to
magnet school

selection,

were statistically significant.

The same was true for the total of each subsection,
and school
overall

related factors.

However,

significance was noted at the

In addition,
significant,
magnet school

parent

exception to the
individual

item level.

although some items were not statistically

they were

important

selection.

factors to respondent

in
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Minority parents overall

felt that more Individual

school Related Factors were of greater
minor ty parents.
1

They included:

importance than non-

items 11,13,14,18 and 24.

Minority parents also felt that more individual parent
related items were of greater

importance.

They

included

:

items 1,5 and 10.
Non-minority did not designate any school
factors as being of greater
however,

that

items 3 and 7,

importance.

They

related
indicated,

both parent related factors

were of greater importance to them.
Both groups,

overall

factor and items 15,

felt that

16,19,

and 23,

item 6,

a school related

parent related factors

were important.
There was a statistically significant difference
between both groups overall

(X1 = 26.664;

P = 0.0001 and C =

0.068).
In the selected category of school related factors the
results of the Chi-square analysis indicated a significant
difference

( Xa = 33.884,

P = 0.0001 and C = 0.115).

For parent related factors the results were also
statistically significant

( X2 - 15.955,

P = 0.003 and C =

0.072).minority parents on school selection in magnet
schools programs.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The problem under investigation was the influence of
various factors on minority and non-minority parent choice
in school selection in a magnet schools program.

Results

are presented through data regarding individual items,
overall ratings and factor subgroupings.

In addition to a

review of the results, recommendations for further study are
to be discussed.
There was a statistically significant difference
between individual factors i.e. questionnaire items
regarding magnet school selection that influenced minority
and non-minority parents.

The findings presented in this

study show that minority parents and non-minority parents
subscribe different.values to various items i.e. minority
parents found items 1,5,10,11,13,14,18 to be of greater
significance than non-minority parents.

Non-minority parents

found items 3 and 7 to be of greater statistical significance.
A detailed analysis of all factors was accomplished through
an item analysis procedure.

Items rated as significant, yet

indicating greater importance to minority parents included
in rank order: (1) The features of a particular school, (5)
The availability of transportation, (10) The option to

98
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choose

their child’s program,

"The Basics",

(13)

(11)

the school’s

school’s homework policy;

and

The school’s emphasis

test scores,

(18)

(14)

on

The

The racial balance of

the

school.
Items rated as significant,
importance

yet

indicating greater

to non-minority parents were:

neighborhood school;

and item 7,

item 3,

Friends of

It was your

their child

attended the school.
Other questionnaire
significant.

Some of

items were statistically non¬

these items, however,

were important

to both minority and non-minority parents.
Results revealed that minority parents also considered
item 24,
school,

The support programs available to students in the
to be important.

There were no other

non-minority parents found to be of greater

items that

importance than

minority parents.
Both minority and non-minority parents found item 6,
Good discipline

in the school;

teachers for the students;
administrators,
teachers;
school,

item 19,

and item 23,

to be equally

item 15,

item 16,

school;

item 8,

The quality of the

The quality of the school’s

The opportunity to choose the child's
important.

Neither group found item 2,
neighborhood school;

Expectations of

item 4,

It was not your

A friend said it was a good

The starting/ending time of the school;

item

100
item 9,

An extended day care program was available;

The school’s emphasis on "the Arts";
preference for a Small School;
walking distance;
available;

item 21,

and item 22,

of registration

item 17,

item 20,

item

12,

Your

School

is within

The number of electives

No other space was available at

as being of

time

importance.

The data also showed that there was a statistically
significant difference between minority and non-minority
parents both on school related factors and parent related
factors.

Minority parents placed greater

importance,

overall

on these factors than non-minority parents when selecting a
magnet schools program.
Analysis of the results that
be drawn that certain factors
previously,
school

,

indicate a conclusion may

questionnaire items listed

and factor groupings,

parent related factors and

related factors appear to have greater importance to

minority parents than non-minority parents in school
selection in a magnet schools program.

The data also shows

that while minority and non-minority parents perceive
different factors to be important,

there are more factors

that they are in agreement on.
The data revealed that the purpose of the study has
been accomplished in the following manner:
1)

There is a statistically significant difference
overall,

in the factors that

influenced minority

101
parents from those that influenced non-minority
parents in magnet school selection.
\

2)

The hypothesis that minority and non-minority
parents would select both school related factors
and parent related factors when choosing a magnet
school program has been supported by statistical
data.

3)

There is statistically significant difference
between minority and non-minority parents on
parent related factors and school related factors
in magnet school selection.

It is possible because of the uniqueness of the
Montclair magnet schools system, where every school is a
magnet and parents are accustomed to making choices in
school selection, greater statistically significant
differences did not emerge.
It is therefore suggested that further study be
extended to a larger more varied school district utilizing
magnet schools.

This should make the positive aspects of

the study more helpful to others.

APPENDIX A
Questionnaire
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Code

Magnet School Parent Survey
Instructions:

Please read each of the following statements
and circle the number which represents most
closely how important each of these consider¬
ations was to you in selecting a magnet
school program for your child.

c

4-

o

■o
0)
T3

w c

U

X L

*3

QJ
■o

Q.

c

E

X C

k. *0

iq

xCJ —»u

.C w

1/1

o

—

i
zo —

1.

Special features
of a particular
Magnet School.

5

4

3

2

1

2.

It was not your
neighborhood
school.

5

4

3

2

1

3.

It was your
neighborhood
school.

5

4

3

2

1

4.

A friend said it
was a good school.

5

4

3

2

1

5.

Transportation
would be available.

5

4

3

2

1

6.

Good discipline in
the school.

5

4

3

2

1

7.

Friends of your
child attended the
school.

5

4

3

2

1

3.

The starting/ending
time of the school

5

4

3

2

1

9.

An extended day care
program was available.

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

4

3

2

4

3

2

4

3

2

10. Option available to
choose your chi 1d's
program.
11. The school's emphasis
on "The Basics".
12. The school's emphasis
on "The Arts".
13. The school1s test
scores.

c

nj

c

u

u

>> o
U

CL

<U

B

>

>-4

-3
o

o
c.
e

>-> c

■o
o
CJ

ft rj
jc u

2 w

a o
5 C.
o e

•3

C

LO

it

Not Very
Important
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14 .

The school's
homework pol icy.

5

4

3

2

1

15.

Expectations of
teachers for the
students.

5

4

3

2

1

16.

The quality of
administrators
the school.

5

3

2

1

17.

Your preference
a small school.

3

2

1

18.

The racial balance
of the school.

5

3

2

1

19.

The quality of the
school's teachers.

5

4

3

2

1

20.

School is within
walking distance.

5

4

3

2

1

21.

The number of electives available.

5

4

3

2

1

22.

No other space was
available at time
of registration.

5

4

3

2

1

23.

Opportunity to
choose your child's
school.

5

4

3

2

1

24.

The support programs
available to students
in the school.

5

the
in

for

5

4

APPRENDIX B
Letter to Parents
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Dear Parent,

You may know me as the Assistant c
.
Schools and former Principal of
°f the Montcl»ir Public
I « completing e study .b^'r^^fr1 in
*«
for my doctoral dissertation at The Unlves^

irtSTpSn01?

Tu

studyrandi" rr and 1 hope th“»«-u

s two page questionnaire which should^^fLgl/^n IZZZl

^rni^“ds^r^ssS^j:rnt;:h::ito Td their chudre" *•
to provide some Information about factors tha^'7 fkCU* °£ th' Study is
Schools Program? SCh°°U ^

* “« J^cES^g-

scZoi\ zzxz
would be most appreciative If you «uld pa«lcip«.

-r*
Antin' ,*

«<aSdiUnderS“nd'nais0^^“".lther'y™ w'mr'ch'uS'wJu'Se pSce^'
at a disadvantage, now or in the future, if you elect not to participate.
□ rpiSn?Linte?ti0n
analyze the formation gathered in this study for
rl llliVr
d°Ct0rf1 dissertation.
I may also use the inforLtion
to assist in long-range planning for the Montclair Public Schools and
workshops for the teachers.

7

Enclosed with this letter is the questionnaire which I am asking you to
complete.
This questionnaire will give you an opportunity to express
the things that you feel are important in school selection in a Magnet
Schools Program.
Please return the questionnaire in the self-addressed stamped envelope
provided herewith upon completion.
If it is possible to do so within
the week, it would be greatly appreciated.
My telephone number is 201-783-4000, ext. 280. You may call if you have
questions now or during completion of this questionnaire. Also, any
participant interested in the results of my research may feel free to
contact me.
I thank you for considering your participation in my research.
forward to receiving your input on this study.
Sincerely,

Betty E. Veal
BEV:jfc

I look
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